Overview
scUnifrac is to quantify cell subpopulation diversity between two single-cell transcriptome profiles, which calculates the distance, estimates the statistical significance of the distance, identifies the subpopulations that are significant different between two profiles, finds genes that mark subpopulations, and predicts cell types of subpopulations. If two single-cell RNA-seq profiles have identical cell subpopulation structures (the same subpopulations with the same proportion), the distance is zero, whereas, the distance is one if completely different subpopulations.
• Results Summary -The distance, the statistical significance (p-value), the subpopulations that are different in two profiles, and phylogenetic tree plot and tSNE plot to show the subpopulation structures.
• Subpopulation view -heatmap of gene expression that mark the statistical significant subpopulations, and predicted cell types of these subpopulations based on Mouse Cell Atlas [Han et al., 2018 , Cell, 1091 -1107 if scRNA-seq are derived from mouse samples.
Results Summary
Subpopulation structure: 
